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We consider the problem of finding commuting self-adjoint extensions of the par-
tial derivatives $(1/i )(]/]xj ): j 51,...,d% with domain Cc
`(V) where the self-
adjointness is defined relative toL2(V), andV is a given open subset ofRd. The
measure onV is Lebesgue measure onRd restricted toV. The problem originates
with Segal and Fuglede, and is difficult in general. In this paper, we provide a
representation-theoretic answer in the special case whenV5I 3V2 and I is an
open interval. We then apply the results to the case whenV is ad cube,I d, and we
describe possible subsetsL,Rd such that$elu I d:lPL% is an orthonormal basis in
L2(I d). © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~00!02712-2#
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently several papers have appeared on commuting non-self-adjoint operators and their
spectral theory; see, e.g., Ref. 1. The present paper concerns the case when the given commuting
operators are unbounded and symmetric, but non-self-adjoint. A concrete class of operators is
studied, and we address the questions of when commuting extension operators exist and, when
they do exist, what their structural properties are.
The problem of understanding commuting symmetric, but non-self-adjoint, unbounded opera-
tors also has an origin in mathematical physics.2–5 The terminology from physics is ‘‘Hermitian,’’
or ‘‘ formally self-adjoint,’’ for symmetry, i.e., for the identitŷS fuh&5^ f uSh& for all vectorsf, h
in the domain of the operatorS. The simplest case of this is the problem of assigning quantum
mechanical boundary conditions for free particles confined in a box. More specifically, the prob-
lem here corresponds to the quantum-mechanical trajectories of a particle confined to a region of
tube type, e.g., a unit cube. It is ‘‘free’’ except for the boundary conditions, and variations of the
boundary conditions~as considered here! correspond to different physics. For single operators,
von Neumann solved~or made precise! the problem by use of the Cayley transform, and consid-
ering instead the extension problem for partial isometries. But this approach does not work well in
the case of several operators. Powers~in Refs. 6 and 7! introduced an algebraic approach for
understanding several operators, but the present problem is very concrete and does not lend itself
easily to the algebraic techniques introduced by Powers.
Closely connected to the problem of finding commuting self-adjoint extensions of
(1/i )(]/]xj ), j 51,...,d, on Cc
`(V) is the corresponding spectral question: If commuting self-
adjoint extensions do exist, then it is known that the common eigenfunctions of the extension
operators must be of the formelªe
il•x for special values oflPRd. Hence the spectral problem
is that of finding when a given pair~V, L! satisfies the condition that$eluV :lPL% is an orthogo-
nal basis in the Hilbert spaceL2(V). We note that this so-calledspectral paircondition is very
restrictive, and so it explains the rigid geometric configurations~V, L! which admit solutions. But
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it also serves to motivate recent very interesting developments on overcomplete systems; see, e.g.,
Refs. 8 and 9.
The setting ofspectral pairsin d real dimensions involves two subsetsV andL in Rd such
that V has finite and positived-dimensional Lebesgue measure, andL is an index set for an
orthogonalL2(V)-basisel of exponentials, i.e.,
el~x!5e
i2pl•x, xPV, lPL, ~1.1!
where l•x5( j 51
d l j xj . We use vector notationx5(x1 ,...,xd), l5(l1 ,...,ld), xj ,l jPR, j




wheredx5dx1¯dxd , and f ,gPL2(V). The corresponding norm is
i f iV
2
ª^ f u f &V5E
V
u f ~x!u2dx, ~1.3!
as usual. It follows that the spectral pair property for a pair~V, L! is equivalent to
L2L5$l2l8:l,l8PL%





d, andz•xª( j 51
d zjxj , and the correspondingel-set $el :lPL% being
total in L2(V). Recall, totality means that the span of theel’s is dense inL2(V) relative to the
i•iV-norm, or, equivalently, thatf 50 is the onlyL2(V)-solution to
^ f uel&V50, for all lPL.
II. SPECTRAL PAIRS
The theory ofspectral pairswas developed in previous joint papers by the coauthors.10–12 A
setV with finite nonzero Lebesgue measure is called aspectral setif ~V, L! is a spectral pair for
some setL. We recall that Fuglede showed13 that the disk and the triangle in two dimensions are





2:0,x1,0,x2 ,x11x2,1%. Note that, for the present
discussion, it is inessential whether or not the setsV are taken to be open, but it is essential for the
following theorem which we will need. It is due to Fuglede and the coauthors; see Refs. 10,
13–15.
If V,Rd is open, then we consider the partial derivatives]/]xj , j 51,...,d, defined on
Cc
`(V) as unbounded skew-symmetric operators inL2(V). The corresponding versions
(1/2pA21)(]/]xj ) are symmetric of course. We say thatV has theextension propertyif there are





,H j , j 51,...,d. ~2.1!
We say that the containmentA,B holds for two operatorsA andB if the graph ofA is contained
in that ofB. ~For details, see Refs. 16 and 17.! Commutativityfor the extension operatorsH j is in
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the strong sense of spectral resolutions. Since theH j ’s are assumed self-adjoint, each one has a
projection-valuedspectral resolution Ej , i.e., anL2(V)-projection-valued Borel measure onR,





for j 51,...,d. The strong commutativity is taken to mean
Ej~D!Ej 8~D8!5Ej 8~D8!Ej~D! ~2.3!
for all j, j 851,...,d, and all Borel subsetsD,D8,R. Extensions commuting in a weaker sense
were considered in Ref. 18.
Our analysis is based on von Neumann’s deficiency-space characterization of the self-adjoint
extensions of a given symmetric operator.19 Let V be an open set with finite Lebesgue measure.
For eachj, the deficiency spaces corresponding to (1/i )(]/]xj ) are infinite dimensional. It follows
that each (1/i )(]/]xj ) has ‘‘many’’ self-adjoint extensions. The main problem~not addressed by
von Neumann’s theory! is the selection of a commuting setH1 ,H2 ,...,Hd of extensions. In fact,
for someV ~e.g., whend52, the disk and the triangle! it is impossible to select a commuting set
H1 ,H2 ,...,Hd of extensions.
We have~see Refs. 10, 13–15!
Theorem II.1 „Fuglede, Jorgensen, Pedersen…: Let V,Rd be open and connected with finite
and positive Lebesgue measure. ThenV has the extension property if and only if it is a spectral
set. Moreover, withV given, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the two sets of subsets:
$L,Rd:~V,L! is a spetral pair% ~2.4!
and
$L,Rd:L is the joint spectrum of some
commutative family ~H1 ,...,Hd! of self-adjoint extensions%. ~2.5!
This correspondence is determined as follows:
~a! If the extensions(H1 ,...,Hd) are given, thenlPL if and only if
elPù
j
domain ~H j !. ~2.6!
~b! If, conversely, (V, L) is a spectral pair at the outset, then the ansatz~2.6! and
H jel5l jel , lPL ~2.7!
determine uniquely a set of commuting extensions.
If V is only assumed open, then the spectral-set property implies the extension property, but
not conversely.
Corollary II.2: SupposeV is open and connected. It follows then that a discrete setL is the
joint spectrum of some commuting self-adjoint extension operators Hj , j51,...,d, if and only if (V,
L) is a spectral pair.
Remark II.3:The simplest case of a disconnectedV which has the extension property, but
which is not a spectral set, is ind51, and we may takeV5^0,1&ø^2,4&, i.e., the union of two
intervals with a doubling and separation. The example was noted first in Ref. 13 and is based on
the simple observation that the polynomial 11z21z3 has no roots z on the circleuzu51.
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Some of the interest in spectral pairs derives from their connection totilings. A subsetV,Rd
with nonzero measure is said toile Rd if there is a setL,Rd such that the translates$V1 l : l
PL% coverRd up to measure zero, and if the intersections
~V1 l !ù~V1 l 8! for lÞ l 8 in L ~2.8!
have measure zero. We will call~V, L! a tiling pair and we will say thatL is aset of translations.
The spectral-set conjecture~see Refs. 13–15, 20, 21! states:
Conjecture II.4:Let V,Rd have positive and finite Lebesgue measure. ThenV is a spectral
set if and only if there is a set L of translations which makeV tile Rd.
Lemma II.5: IfV5I d, then the zero set for the function FV in ~1.4! is
ZI d5$zPC
d\$0%:' j P$1,...,d%s.t.zjPZ\$0%%. ~2.9!









d, with the interpretation that the functionz°(sinpz)/pz is 1 whenz50 in
C. h
Remark II.6:What is special aboutZV for V5I
d, as opposed to the general form ofV, is that
ZI dø$0% is the Cayley graph of the groupG5Z
d with generators
S5$~61,0,...,0!,...,~0,...,61,0,...,0!,...,~0,...,0,61!%.
We recall from Ref. 22, Chapter 10, the definition of the Cayley graphG(G,S) of a discrete group
G with generators S,e¹S. WhenG, S are given,G(G,S) is the graph with vertex setG in which
two verticesg1 ,g2 are the two ends of an edge iffg1
21g2PS. This gives a nonoriented graph,
without any loop or multiple edge.
III. TWO DIMENSIONS
We begin with the following simple observation in one dimension forV5I 5@0,1&. ~For
details, see Refs. 10 and 16.!
Proposition III.1: The only subsetsL,R such that~I,L! is a spectral pair are the translates
Laªa1Z5$a1n:nPZ%, ~3.1!
wherea is some fixed real number.
In two dimensions, the corresponding result is more subtle, but the possibilities may still be
enumerated as follows:
Theorem III.2 „Ref. 23…: The only subsetsL,R2 such that(I 2,L) is a spectral pair must
belong to either one or the other of the two classes, indexed by a numbera, and a sequence
$bmP@0,1&:mPZ%, where
L5 H S a1mbm1nD :m,nPZJ ~3.2!
or
L5 H S bn1ma1n D :m,nPZJ . ~3.3!
Each of the two types occurs as the spectrum of a pair for the cube I2, and each of the setsL as
specified is a set of translation vectors which produces a tiling ofR2 by the cube I2.
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Proof: See Ref. 23 for details. The following are some remarks of relevance to the general
extension problem for operators.
The assertion in the theorem aboutL translations tiling the plane withI 2 is also clear from
~3.2! and ~3.3!, and is illustrated graphically in Figs. 1 and 2.










Of course, then there are the obvious modifications of those cases resulting from permutation of
the d coordinates; but the assertion is that, whend>10, these configurations do not suffice for
cataloguing all the possible spectraL which turn (I d,L) into anRd-spectral pair.
We now turn to the nontrivial spectral-theoretic content of the conclusion of the theorem. We
claim that the two cases~3.2! and~3.3! suffice whend52. Note that the sequenceb:Z→@0,1& is
completely arbitrary.
We will show in Theorem V.1 that, up to a single translation in the plane, the possibilities for
the coordinates of points in a spectrumL for I 2 are given by two sequencesjm ,hn satisfying the
following two cocycle relations:
~ei jm1k2ei jm!~12eihn!50 ~3.5!
FIG. 1. Illustrating tiling with~3.2!.
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and
~eihn1 l2eihn!~12ei jm!50 ~3.6!
as identities inm,nPZ, andk,l PZ\$0%. Note that the respective sequences are determined from
this only up to 2pZ at each coordinate place.
Simple algebra shows that the two identities~3.5! and ~3.6! imply the following single iden-
tity:
~12ei jm1k!~12eihn!5~12ei jm!~12eihn1 l ! ~3.7!
again for all m,nPZ and k,l PZ\$0%. But it follows from ~3.7! that at least one of the two
sequences, 12ei jm or 12eihn, must then vanish identically. This yields the connection to the two
cases forL stated in~3.2! and ~3.3! of the theorem.
Hence the result giving two classes forL in Theorem III.2 may be derived from our more
general result in Sec. V.
The proof sketch of Theorem III.2 is completed for now, but details will be resumed in Sec.
V. h
IV. OPERATOR EXTENSIONS
We saw in Theorem II.1 that in some cases the existence problem for spectral pairs, i.e., the
question of when some given open subsetV in Rd has an orthogonal basis$el :lPL% in L2(V)
for some setL in Rd, may be reformulated as a problem about existence of commuting self-
adjoint extensions of the operators$(1/i )(]/]xj ): j 51,...,d% with common~dense! domainCc
`(V)
in L2(V). Suppose for the moment thatV5^0,1&3V2 whereV2 is some subset inRd21 of finite
positive (d21)-dimensional Lebesgue measure. We then have the following classification of the
self-adjoint extensionsH of (1/i )(]/]x1).
Theorem IV.1: The symmetric operator(1/i )(]/]x1) in L2(^0,1&3V2) with dense domainD
consisting ofwPL2(^0,1&3V2) such thatw(•,y)PCc`(^0,1&) for all yPV2 , has self-adjoint
extensions indexed by unitary operators V inL2(V2) in such a way that the (unique) extension HV
is determined by its core domain being of the form
DV5$w~x1 ,y!1ex1h~y!1e12x1~Vh!~y!:wPD,hPL2~V2!% ~4.1!
and
FIG. 2. Illustrating tiling with~3.3!.






for wPD and hPL2(V2). We shall interpret the implicit boundary condition dictating some
extension HV as
f ~1,• !5UV~ f ~0,• !!, ~4.3!
f PDV where the partial isometry UV is given by
WV5~eI1V!~ I 1eV!
21, UV5expWV . ~4.4!
Conversely, V may be calculated from UV by
V5~ I 2eWV!
21~WV2eI!, ~4.5!
and in each case, the fractional linear transform, and its inverse, are well defined.
Proof: The proof is based on von Neumann’s deficiency-space analysis of self-adjoint exten-
sions, and we refer to Refs. 16, 19, and 24 for background material on the theory of operator
extensions. IfS is a symmetric operator with dense domainD in a Hilbert spaceH, then it has
self-adjoint extension if and only if the two spaces
~~ i I 6S!D!'5..D6 ~4.6!
have the same dimensions. In that case, the corresponding extensions are given bypartial isom-
etriesbetween the respective defect spacesD1 andD2 ~see Ref. 16, 17, or 19!. For convenience,
we have chosen a slightly different ‘‘normalization’’ in our treatment of the Cayley transform
~4.4! and its inverse~4.5!. We did not normalize the functionsex1 ande12x1 in the defect spaces.




The fact thatUV in ~4.4! then defines a partial isometry as claimed amounts to the identities:
If c(x1 ,y)5e




This means that the vectors in the domain~4.1! are given by the boundary conditions~4.3! which
in turn determine the unitary one-parameter group
UV~ t !ªexp~ i tH V!, tPR.
This group is defined from~4.3! by using translation moduloZ in the x1 variable. Then the
operatorUV in ~4.4! is used in defining the representationR{t°UV(t) via induction fromZ.
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iH V~w1h11Vh1!5 iSw1h12Vh1 . ~4.7!
It follows that the lemma amounts to an identification of thedefect spacesD6 when the symmetric
operator is as specified. When the variables inV5^0,1&3V2 are separated as (x1 ,y),
0,x1,1, y5(x2 ,...,xd)PV2 , then vectorsh6PD6 are precisely the solutions to
S* h656 ih6 . ~4.8!




in the sense of distributions, but with the restrictionsh6PL2(^0,1&3V2). The result of the
lemma then follows from von Neumann’s characterization. If the minimal operator is not closed at
the outset, then the resulting self-adjoint extension comes from passing to the operator closure in
the formulas~4.2! and ~4.7!. h
Corollary IV.2: Let V be a unitary operator inL2(V2) and let HV be the self-adjoint exten-
sion operator described in Theorem IV.1 in (4.2) and (4.3). Then HV generates a unitary one-
parameter group$UV(t):tPR% in L2(^0,1&3V2) which may be realized (up to unitary equiva-
lence) in the Hilbert spaceHV of measurable functions f:R→L2(V2), satisfying
f ~x111!5UV~ f ~x1!!, ~4.9!








In this space the group UV(t):HV→HV is given by
~UV~ t ! f !~x1!5 f ~x12t ! for x1 ,tPR. ~4.10!
The unitary isomorphism ofHV ontoL2(^0,1&3V2)5L2(^0,1&,L2(V2)) is simply the restriction
to ^0, 1& in the x1-variable. Finally, if UV(t) is computed inL2(^0,1&3V2), the formula is
~UV~ t ! f ! f ~x1 ,• !5H f ~x12t,• ! if 0<t,x1,1UV~ f ~x12t,• !! if 0 ,x1<t<1. ~4.11!
Proof: The realization on the spaceHV is the interpretation ofUV as a unitary representation
of the groupR which is induced from the subgroupZ via formula ~4.10!. The advantage of this
viewpoint is that the spectral resolution of the unitary operatorUV leads directly to an associated
direct integral decomposition for the unitary one-parameter group$UV(t):tPR% which is gener-
ated by the extension operatorHV . h
When the corollary is applied toL2(I 3I ) from Sec. III we note that the respective unitary
one-parameter groups,Ux(s) andUy(t), on L2(I 2) which are generated by self-adjoint extension
operators of (1/i )(]/]x) and (1/i )(]/]y) with domainCc
`(I 2), are induced representations in the
sense of~4.9! and ~4.10!. For the extensions of (1/i )(]/]x), the boundary-unitary from~4.9! is
acting on L2($0,y,1%). But we shall view it as a unitary operator inL2(I 3I )5
L2(I x) ^ L2(I y) via U↔I ^ U2 with U2 acting in they variable. A similar observation applies to
the unitary one-parameter group$Uy(t):tPR% acting onL2(I 2) and generated by one of the
self-adjoint extensions of (1/i )(]/]y). Hence the boundary conditions for$Ux(s):sPR% are given
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by a unitaryU.I ^ U2 with U2 acting in the second variable, while those of$Uy(t):tPR% are
determined by a second unitary operatorV in L2(I 2), now of the formV↔V1^ I with V1 acting
in the first variable ofL2(I 3I ).
With this terminology we have the following preliminary result for the squareI 2 in the plane.
Theorem IV.3: Let Ux(s) be the unitary one-parameter group onL2(I 3I ), and let U2 be the
corresponding unitary boundary operator acting in the second variable y. Then U2 commutes with
the phase-periodic translation in the y variable for a phase angleb if and only if there is a
real-valued sequence$wn :nPZ% such that
Ux~s!em1wn^ en1b5e
i2p~m1wn!sem1wn^ en1b ~4.12!
for all sPR and m,nPZ, where for (j,h)PR2,ej ^ eh(x,y)5ej(x)eh(y)5e
i2p(jx1hy),
restricted to(x,y)PI 2.
Proof: Recall that some fixed unitary one-parameter group$Ux(s):sPR% on L2(I 3I ) is
determined uniquely by the corresponding boundary operatorI ^ U2 . But it follows from Propo-
sition III.1 that U2 satisfies the commutativity property of the theorem if and only if it is diago-




But, according to Corollary IV.2, this means thatUx(s) as an induced representation decomposes
accordingly, which is to say that the basis vectorsem1wn^ en1b simultaneously diagonalize each
operatorUx(s) as stated in formula~4.12!. h
Remark IV.4:For more details on the operator-theoretic approach to spectrum and to tiles, we
refer to Refs. 15 and 25–27.
V. COCYCLES IN TWO DIMENSIONS
In this section, we continue with the self-adjoint extensions of the two commuting minimal
operators (1/i )(]/]x) and (1/i )(]/]y) with common dense domainCc
`(I 2) in L2(I 2).
Theorem V.1: Consider two commuting unitary one-parameter groups Ux(s) and Uy(t) on
L2(I 3I ) with respective boundary unitaries U2 and V1 . Then:
~i! Either U2 is of the form aIL2(I y) for a scalar a, or else V1 commutes with periodic
translation in the x-variable.
~ii ! Either V1 is of the form bIL2(I x) for some scalar b, or else U2 commutes with periodic
translation in the y-variable.
~iii ! In caseU25e
i2paI L2(I y) , then
Ux~s!~ea1m^ g!5e
i2p~a1m!sea1m^ g ~5.1!
for all mPZ and gPL2(I y).
~iv! In case V15e
i2pbI L2(I x) , then
Uy~ t !~ f ^ eb1n!5e
i2p~b1n!t f ^ eb1n ~5.2!
for all f PL2(I x) and nPZ.
Remark V.2:It follows that the conclusion in Theorem IV.3 is satisfied when the two one-
parameter groups commute, i.e., when
Ux~s!Uy~ t !5Uy~ t !Ux~s! ~5.3!
is assumed,s,tPR. Specifically, it will then always be the case thatU2 commutes with some
phase-periodic translation in the y-variable, whileV1 commutes with some~possibly different!
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phase-periodic translation in the x-variable.@Also note that~5.3! is a reformulation of~2.3! in the
cased52. Furthermore~5.3! signifies the presence of a unitary representation ofR2.#
Proof of Theorem V.1:When the two one-parameter groupsUx(s) andUy(t) are written in
the form~4.11! from Corollary IV.2, then the alternatives in~4.11! may be expanded as follows.
Let ts denote periodic translation inL2(^0,1&), and letPs denote the projection ofL2(^0,1&) onto
L2(^0,s&), with Ps'5I 2Ps denoting then the projection onto the complementL2(^s,1&), for s
P@0,1#. We haveP050 andP15I L2(^0,1&) . Then from~4.11! we get
Ux~s!5tsPs
'
^ I 1tsPs^ U2 ~5.4!
and
Uy~ t !5I ^ t tPt
'1V1^ t tPt . ~5.5!
The assumed commutativity~5.3! then takes the form:
tsPs





^ t tPt1V1tsPs^ t tPtU2 .
If V1 is not a scalar timesI L2(I x) then two terms on either side are independent when evaluated on
f ^ g. Hence bothU2t tPt
'5t tPt
'U2 andU2t tPt5t tPtU2 hold. Addition of these two identities
yields U2t t5t tU2 which is the commutativity ofU2 with periodic translation.
If on the other handV1 is a scalar, then it follows from the argument in Sec. IV that~iv! must
hold.
The two possibilities for the other boundary operatorU2 lead to cases~i! and ~iii ! by sym-
metry. h
Corollary V.3: Consider unitary one-parameter groups Ux(s) and Uy(t) as in Theorem V.1







for somea,bPR. The sequencesan , bm will be chosen taking values in [0,1&. Then the com-
mutativity (5.3) for the two groups holds if and only if the two sequences satisfy a certain cocycle
property: Let anªe
i2pan and bmªe
i2pbm. Then the two identities
~bm2bm1k!~12an!50, m,nPZ, kPZ \$0% ~5.8!
and
~an2an1 l !~12bm!50, m,nPZ, l PZ \$0% ~5.9!
are equivalent to the commutativity (5.3). If commutativity holds, we must have(12an)•
(12bm)[0, n,mPZ. Hence we get a spectral pair with spectrumL having one of the two forms
H S a1mn1bmD :m,nPZJ if an[0,
or
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H S m1anb1n D :m,nPZJ i f bm[0.
The derivation of the two cocycle identities~5.8! and ~5.9! from commutativity~5.3! at the
end of the proof is based on the following corollary of independent interest:
Corollary V.4: Let U51^ U2 and V5V1^ I be the respective boundary operators of the
one-parameter unitary groups Ux(s) and Uy(t) acting onL2(I 3I ). Then, if (5.6) and (5.7) hold
for somea, b and some sequences as specified, it follows that the respective one-parameter













ª2sk ~ f or kÞ0!, t l
'









ei2p~n1b1 l !t~ t l
'1t lbm!E~m,n1 l !. ~5.13!
The two one-parameter groups Ux(s) and Uy(t) commute if and only if the cocycle identities (5.8)
and (5.9) hold.
Proof: Recall from~5.4! and ~5.5! that the two one-parameter groups are expressed in terms
of multiplication operators onL2(^0,1&) with the respective indicator functionsx^0,s& andx^0,t& .
The sequences~5.10!–~5.11! are the Fourier coefficients of these indicator functions, acting by





as functions on the unit interval. When the resulting formulas~5.12! and~5.13! are substituted into
Ux~s!Uy~ t !E~m,n!5Uy~ t !Ux~s!E~m,n! ~5.14!
the equivalence to~5.8! and ~5.9! results. h
VI. QUASICRYSTALS
For the spectral pairs (I d,L) in dimensionsd52,3, we noted that each of the candidates for
spectrumL tiles Rd with L-translates ofI d. ~See Theorems III.2 and IV.3.! But reviewing for-
mulas~3.2!–~3.3! and~3.4!, and~7.4! in the next section, for the possible setsL which serve asI d
spectrum, we find functionsa, b,... onZ or Zk which describe the particular setL. Since all the
candidates forL make tailings, there is a directgeometricinterpretation for these functions; but
we note in the present section that there is also aspectral-theoreticsignificance which derives
from diffraction considerations of quasicrystals; see Refs. 28–30.
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We say that a spectrumL(,Rd) has adiffraction patternif there is a pair~M,c! whereM is a




i.e., the spectral distribution is a weighted sum of point masses, supported on some~discr te!
subsetM in Rd. Note that the interpretation in both of the summations involvingDL(•) is to be
understood as Schwartz distributions; that is if the respective sums are evaluated on a testing
functionwPCc
`(Rd), then the first sum yields(lPL w̃(l) wherew̃(l)5*Rd el(x)w(x)dx, while
the second sum is(mPM c(m)w(m). We also note that, by the Poisson summation formula, the
condition is satisfied ifL5Zd5M , and the density~intensity! function c is c[1 on M.
We shall also need the following definition: A functionj on R is said to bequasiperiodicif
there are positive numbersv1 ,...,v r , which are independent overQ, and functionsj1 ,...,j r such
thatj j hasv j as period, andj5( j 51




cj~n!expS i2p nxv j D .
In the following result we show that, if the functions which define a spectrumL for someI d
are quasiperiodic, then it follows thatL has a diffraction pattern. We will not state the result in the
widest generality as it will be clear that the idea in the simplest case carries over to the variations
in higher dimensions. Even ford52, Theorem III.2 shows that there are two classes ofL corre-
sponding to~3.2! and ~3.3!, respectively. In the following we will treat only~3.2!, but the result
applies to~3.3! mutatis mutandis.
Theorem VI.1: Let
L5 H S mb~m!1nD :m,nPZJ
for some functionb:Z→R and supposeb extends to a function onR which is quasiperiodic with
periodsv1 ,...,v r , independent overQ. Then it follows that(I
2,L) is a spectral pair with dif-













with the density c(k1 ,...,kr ,n) derived from the Bohr almost periodic Fourier expansion applied
to b.
Proof: Consider the formulaDL(x,y)5(m (ne
i2p(mx1(b(m)1n)y) and expand the inside func-
tion, m°ei2pb(m)y according to the quasiperiodicity assumption onb: specifically,







































together with Poisson summation~also in the second variable! we arrive at the desired formula.h
VII. HIGHER DIMENSIONS
The following definitions help summarize the results ford52: We say that the one-parameter
unitary groups onL2(I 3I ) generated by self-adjoint extensions of the respective partial deriva-
tives (1/i )(]/]x) and (1/i )(]/]y) on Cc
`(I 3I ) are quasicommuting if the conditions~5.6! and
~5.7! hold. Recall this means that the respective boundary operators commute with some phase-
periodic translation in the opposite variable. We then showed in Theorem V.1 that the commuta-
tivity property ~5.3!, for the unitary groupsUx(s) andUy(t), impliesquasicommutativity. Finally
we showed in Corollary V.3 that, among thequasicommutingextensions, those that in fact com-
mute @in the sense of~5.3!# are characterized by the two cocycle identities~5.8! and ~5.9!.
It is clear thatquasicommutativitycan be defined analogously ford.2. It follows from
Theorem II.1 that commutativity ofd self-adjoint extensions of the respective partial derivatives
$(1/i )(]/]xj ): j 51,...,d%, on Cc
`(I d),L2(I d), is equivalent to thespectral-pair condition for
(I d,L). Moreover, if commuting self-adjoint extensions exist~i.e., (1/i )(]/]xj ),H j , H j* 5H j ,
j 51,...,d), then we may takeL to be the joint spectrum of the family$H j% j 51
d . Conversely,
commuting operatorsH j may easily be associated with some spectrumL in a spectral pair (I
d,L).
Hence, ford52, our results in Sec. V provide a complete classification of the commuting~a d
also the quasicommuting! self-adjoint extensions of$(1/i )(]/]xj )% j 51
d .
In higher dimensions, we still have boundary operators corresponding to each self-adjoint
extension of the partials (1/i )(]/]xj ) ~on Cc
`(I d),L2(I d), j 51,...,d), by Corollary IV.2. If for
eachj, U j (t) denotes the unitary one-parameter group onL2(I d) generated by some self-adjoint
extensionH j , then Corollary IV.2 states thatU j (t) is induced by some unitary operatorVj acting
in the remaining variables (x1 ,...,xj 21 ,xj 11 ,...,xd) ~i.e., with omission of the variable on thej th
place!: specifically,U j (t)5 indZ
R(Vj ) as a representation of~R, 1!; or equivalently the domain of
H j is, for eachj, given by the boundary condition
f ~x1 ...,xj 21,1, xj 11 ,...,xd!5Vj~ f ~x1 ...,xj 21,0, xj 11 ,...,xd!!.
~Note that the more precise interpretation of this set of boundary conditions is given in formula
~4.9! of Corollary IV.2. This is the interpretation of the unitary one-parameter groups in the
respective coordinate directions asinduced unitary representations~ ee Refs. 31 and 32!, with
inductionZ→R for each direction.! We say that a family of self-adjoint extension operatorsH j ,
with corresponding boundary unitariesVj , is quasicommutingif there are phase anglesa j
P@0,1&, j 51,...,d, such that eachVj is diagonalized by
ea11n1
~1!
^¯^ ea j 211nj 21
~ j 21!
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as (n1 ,...,nd21 ,nd11 ,...,nd) vary over Z
d21, i.e., the lattice resulting fromZd with the j th
coordinate place omitted. It follows that the quasicommutative case is characterized by the phase
angles a1 ,...,ad , and by functionsv j :Z
d21→T such that, forn5(n1 ,...,ĵ ,...,nd), v j (n)
5v j (n1 ,...,ĵ ,...,nd) is the eigenvalue ofVj corresponding to the eigenvector in~7.1!. ~The
notation (n1 ,...,ĵ ,...,nd) means that thej th place is omitted.!
Theorem VII.1: Let $H j% j 51
d be a family of self-adjoint extensions of the respective partials
(1/i )(]/]xj ) ( j 51,...,d, on Cc
`(I d),L2(I d)), which is assumed quasicommutative with eigen-
value functionsv j (n1 ,...,ĵ ,...,nd) from Z
d21 to T. Then the extensions are commutative if and
only if the following pair of cocycle conditions is satisfied for all j,k such that1< j ,k<d, all
(n1 ,...,ĵ ,...,nd), and all l,mPZ\$0%:
~v j~n1 ,...,ĵ ,...,nk1 l ,...,nd!2v j~n1 ,...,ĵ ,...,nd!!3~12vk~n1 ,...,k̂,...,nd!!50 ~7.2!
and
~vk~n1 ,...,nj1m,...,k̂,...,nd!2vk~n1 ,...,k̂,...,nd!!3~12v j~n1 ,...,ĵ ,...,nd!!50. ~7.3!
Proof: Since the commutativity for the one-parameter groups of unitary operatorsU j (t j ) may
be stated for pairs, i.e.,U j (t j )Uk(tk)5Uk(tk)U j (t j ), j ,k, t jPR, tkPR, the argument for the
general cased.2 is the same as ford53. To see this, just use the formulas for the respective
one-parameter groups which are analogues to~5.12! and~5.13! in the proof of Corollary V.4. For
d53, we may introduce the leg-notation:v1→v23, v2→v13, v3→v12. When evaluated at a
general point inZ3 of the form ~k,l,m!, the respective eigenvalues are
v23~ l ,m! for V23, ~i!
v13~k,m! for V13, ~ii !






















~2! , ~iii 8!
wherea, b, g are the fixed phase angles from the quasicommutativity. Then the three pairs of
cocycle identities from the theorem are as follows:~ia!–~ib!, ~iia!–~iib!, and ~iiia!–~iiib !. The
argument for the equivalence of commutativity and the cocycle identities is essentially the same as
the one used in the proof of Corollary V.4 above. The cocycle identities ford53 are
~v13~k,m!2v13~k1n1 ,m!!~12v23~ l ,m!!50, ~ia!
~v23~ l ,m!2v23~ l 1n2 ,m!!~12v13~k,m!!50, ~ib!
~v12~k,l !2v12~k1n1 ,l !!~12v23~ l ,m!!50, ~iia!
~v23~ l ,m!2v23~ l ,m1n3!!~12v12~k,l !!50, ~iib!
and
~v13~k,m!2v13~k,m1n3!!~12v12~k,l !!50, ~iiia!
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~v12~k,l !2v12~k,l 1n2!!~12v13~k,m!!50. ~iiib !
h
Example VII.2:Not all the spectral pairs in three dimensions are quasicommutative~ lthough
this is true ind52). Take for example the case~3.4! of Sec. III with
L5H S kb~k!1 l
g~k,l !1m
D :k,l ,mPZJ ~7.4!
with b:Z→@0,1& andg:Z2→@0,1& arbitrarily given functions. Then the three operatorsV23, V13,
andV12 are as follows:















~2! . ~iii 88!
It follows that the three commuting unitary one-parameter groups associated withL, via Theorem
II.1, are not quasicommuting if the two functionsb andg in formula ~7.4! are both nonconstant.
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